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16001 436 172.8 609
A traditional Ogee shaped headstone with a sandblast
and painted crucifix scene. The night sky is inset with
crystals. 

16002 465 129.6 594 This Peon shaped headstone has a sandblast rose
design and a serif cross. 

16003 437 117.6 555 Ogee headstone with a sandblast and painted
romantic silhouette scene. SBD 003-PTC 

16004 454 117.6 571 An oval top headstone with a sandblast and painted
golf silhouette scene. 

16005 454 504 958 An Oval headstone with a shadow punched and
painted depiction of The Last Supper. 

16006 436 288 724 Ogee headstone with a sandblast and painted rural
scene in silhouette. 

16007 659 108 767 An alternate design showing a tapered cross. 

16008 731 213.6 945 The inset stained glass panel offers a beautiful
alternative to the traditional sandblast design. 

16009 647 213.6 861 An alternative shape headstone and stained glass
image. One of the many options available. 

16010 444 38.4 483 This headstone offers a new interpretation of the
classic sandblast church window design. SBD 010-PLN 

16011 400 252 652 This monochrome image of Jesus is one of many laser
etched designs available. 

16012 468 288 756 An alternative to traditional sandblast techniques is
the use of hand-painted resin images. 
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16013 437 117.6 555 A traditional 'Ogee' top headstone with a sandblasted
and painted lily design. 

16014 533 86.4 619 Another example of a sandblasted and painted design. 

16016 605   605 Another example of a sandblasted and painted design. 

16017 605   605
Headstone colours can provide interest and
personalisation without the need for designs or
ornamentation. You can add the bronzed letters as an
inscription choice. 

16018 443 55.2 498
A double border frames the polished surface and the
sandblasted rose designs add to the classic look of this
memorial. 

16019 541 115.2 657 The rose designs on this headstone are inlaid with 23.5 ct
gold leaf. 

16020 612 57.6 670
Reverse sandblasting is another method of
ornamentation. The rose design on this memorial is one
of many images available. 

16021 436 108 544 A blasted scroll design provides a wonderful frame for
the inscription. 

16022 549 55.2 604
Reverse sandblasting is another method of
ornamentation. The rose design on this memorial is one
of many images available. 

16023 438 86.4 525 A stylised and effective design with painted roses and an
integral arch design. 

16024 735   735
Xiamen Pink Granite HS 27" x 21" x 3" Base 3" x 24" x 12"
A fully polished moulding on both headstone and base on
this delicate pink granite. 

16025 551   551 A stop-moulded edge creates a stylish look to the
headstone. 
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16026 562   562 A stop-moulded edge creates a stylish look to the
headstone. 

16027 628   628 An alternative edge is the elegant rope moulding 

16028 618   618 An alternative edge is the elegant rope moulding 

16029 575 115.2 690
The 'Rose and Cross' design is inlaid with Gold Leaf.
The headstone is off-set to the left edge of the base
with a 7 inch square vase block completing the design 

16030 543 142.8 685 A 'Round' top headstone with a laser etched and
highlighted dove design 

16031 679   679 The Ogee with rounded shoulders which are echoed by
the base's rounded front corners 

16032 439 150 589 A 'Deep Ogee' headstone with a beautifully carved
dove 

16033 445 230.4 676 An Oval Top headstone with a heart shape pin line and
CNC carved Poppy design 

16034 454 259.2 713 A 'Half Ogee' headstone with a CNC carved and painted
rose design 

16035 454 115.2 569 An 'Offset Peon' headstone with a sand blasted
monotone rose design 

16036 454 122.4 576 Similar to 16035 with a stop-faded double border and
an alternate sand-blasted rose design 

16037 659   659 The scotia corners of this headstone are mirrored in
the base to create a simple but effective design 
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16038 623 129.6 753
The rebated sides on this headstone are
reminiscent of the Art Deco style. The carved
flowers add aesthetic appeal 

16039 557   557 The base of this memorial is shaped to match the
headstone 

16040 777 43.2 820
An ornate topped headstone. The pin line
accentuates this classic shape and is further
enhanced by the bow front base 

16041 723 158.4 881
The addition of chamfered edges adds another
dimension to this headstone. It also features a
stylish shadow punched Angel design 

16042 987 144 1,131
A contemporary headstone featuring a tapered pin
line design with a hand painted trio of Lilies. The
centre splayed base is bored for two vases 

16042-BB 1,102 117.6 1,219
Bahama Blue Granite HS 30" x 26" x 4" Base 4" x
30" x 12" Rounded sides with chamfers. Centre
splay base. 

16043 1,018 57.6 1,075 The headstone is framed by a gold pin line which
makes a feature of the flower vase 

16044 733 122.4 856 One our of many flower designs available is this
beautifully hand painted lily 

16045 715   715 A matching shape to this Headstone and base 

16046 779   779 A matching shape to this Headstone and base 

16047 879 180 1,059
A contemporary take on the traditional Ogee shape,
featuring a hand painted scene (bespoke scenes
welcome). With a centre splayed base and two
vases 

16048 1,416 36 1,452 This sculpted flowing design provides an
ultra-modern addition to The Cotswold Collection. 
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16049 880 144 1,024
The carved roses flank the central polished
heart, an ideal space for adding a personal
motif or design. 

16050 913 408 1,321
A laser etched rose design is
complemented by pitched edges to the
headstone & base 

16051 676 216 892
The deep CNC carved rose design is the
highlight of this memorial. Shown in Avon
Grey Granite. 

16052 577 124.8 702 Painted resin ornamentation adds to the
memorial 

16053 821 100.8 922
A bronze ornament to the headstone with
a stopped splay base providing additional
room for lettering.  

16054 726 40.8 767
Bronze roses shown on this interesting
headstone. The base is shaped to
compliment the headstone 

16055-BRZ004 576 74.4 651 A classic design featuring bronze praying
hands 

16055-SBD047-PTC 576 115.2 691 A classic design featuring a flower Scene 

16056 817 48 865
A hand carved and highlighted rose
contrasts the natural pitched edges of the
headstone 

16057 1,002 32.4 1,035
The pitched edges and margins together
with the carved roses frame the polished
face of the headstone 

16058 377 72 449 A pitched edge headstone with sandblasted
Celtic Cross and Knot design. Pitched base 

16059 449 216 665
An Ogee shaped headstone with carved
cross and roses. Pitched edges to the sides
and base 
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16060 789 42 831 The carved and painted daffodils create a contrast
to the rustic headstone and base 

16061 462   462
The natural pitched edges follow the contours of
the check shoulders. The headstone shape is
similarly reflected in the design of the base 

16062 532   532 The tapered headstone and pitched edges create a
memorial reminiscent of a traditional Boulder. 

16063 639 216 855 The large Celtic Cross is carved into the polished
face of this pitched edge memorial 

16064 523   523 A half round headstone with pitched sides and
margins around the polished face 

16065 601 316.8 918
This contemporary shaped headstone has a pierced
heart within which sits a painted resin dove. A deep
carved rose adds a further dimension to this unique
memorial 

16066 738 43.2 781 A gothic shaped headstone with a deep carved and
highlighted rose design 

16067 1,185 90 1,275 The hand carved depiction of 'Our Lady' is formed
from this rustic style headstone 

16068 1,867   1,867 The beautiful Madonna and Child figure is the
epitome of the stonemason's art 

16069 1,626 90 1,716 The mourning Angel is fully carved into the
rounded headstone 

16070 3,273 240 3,513
This circular polished headstone is flanked by two
fully carved Angels to create an outstanding
example of masonry art 

16071 833   833 A traditional Celtic Wheel Cross creates an
imposing headstone 
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16072 2,166 60 2,226
An engaging headstone and kerb set with two
hand carved Angels standing either side of a
polished scroll 

16073 1,299 42 1,341
A truly unique headstone with a dramatic
combination of shape, carving and colour.
Shown in English Teak. 

16074 941   941
A classic Ogee shaped headstone and kerb
memorial. The corner posts can be bored for
flower containers as illustrated 

16075 941 151.2 1,092 The classic 'Ogee' shown here with the addition
of a painted resin rose ornament 

16076 1,165 172.8 1,338
The unique feature of this memorial is the
Pierced Heart which is designed for the
placement of a resin marble dove. The cut-out is
flanked by carved and painted roses 

16077 1,444   1,444 An Ogee top Headstone, base & kerbs with
polished rope mouldings around. 

16078 1,041 57.6 1,099
This memorial is characterised by its unusually
shaped headstone shown here with Scroll &
Rose motif 

16079 1,867 86.4 1,953 Inspired by traditional designs, the headstone
shape is mirrored in the kerb foot posts 

16080 2,058   2,058
A 'Peon' shaped headstone with 'Barley Twist'
columns and kerb mouldings. A design which
refers back to The Temple of Solomon and
signifies 'Wisdom'. This memorial is finished
with ball top posts at the foot of the kerbs 

16081 1,449   1,449
A book memorial with carved cord and tassel
sits on a base which can be bored for flower
containers 

16082 6,272 240 6,512
One of our most ornate memorials featuring
carved Angels on the headstone and the
accompanying vase. The roll-top kerbs lead to
two posts that are shown bored for flower
containers 

16083 4,053   4,053
The hand carved figures of 'Mary and Joseph'
holding a polished heart headstone create the
basis of this unique memorial. The usual foot
kerb is replaced with a desk table that can be
used for additional inscriptions 
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16084 4,597   4,597
This beautiful memorial features a hand carved
Angel with outspread wings and a scroll tablet
for inscription 

16085 2,946 108 3,054
The 'Doorway to Heaven' headstone with
central stained glass panel is the focus of this
impressive memorial. The winding path along
the length of the kerbs leads to the gates 

16086 2,217 30 2,247
A memorial with visual impact. The delightful
combination of shape, colour and carving
creates an individual 'stand-out' memorial 

16087 1,134   1,134
The natural pitched edges of the headstone
follow the contours of the check shoulders. The
pitched edges are continued along the kerbs 

16088 1,079 216 1,295
A 'Gothic' style memorial with stop chamfers
and a deep carved design finishes the
memorial 

16089 1,641 216 1,857
The Round top headstone is adorned with
carved flowers. The headstone shape is
reflected in the tiered cover slab and vase 

16090 1,879 31.2 1,910
The heart shaped headstone is mirrored in the
curved kerb set and small heart shaped foot
plate 

16090a 1,142 72 1,214
An 'Ogee' shaped headstone with a book, cord
and tassel design, ideal for two inscriptions. A
painted resin rose ornament completes this
classic memorial design 

16091 1,514   1,514 A variation on the 16090 with carved wild roses
and a raised heart replacing the resin rose 

16092 1,793   1,793
This fully shaped Book memorial is carved both
front and back with stepped and polished page
edges 

16093 846 136.8 983 Our 'Book of Life' headstone with a decorative
border and corner embellishments 

16094 846 172.8 1,019
Using the same basic design, this headstone
has an alternative gilded finish and corner
embellishments  
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16095 1,103 63.6 1,167 This interpretation has a simple banding
design on the spine of the book 

16096 2,022   2,022
The 42" high cross forms the majestic
centrepiece to this unusual Book style
memorial 

16097 971   971
Inscription area is increased by the addition
of a heart plaque to this large book
memorial 

16098 1,025   1,025
Classic bookset brought up to date with extra
wide rest to meet today's stringent stability
regulations. 

16099 804 55.2 860 The addition of a bowed base adds a touch of
grandeur to the classic book memorial 

16100 1,157 36 1,193
These deep carved roses create a beautiful
highlight to an otherwise simple tablet
memorial 

16101 842 36 878
The elegant carved Rose is the stand-out
feature of this classically designed book
memorial 

16102 1,012   1,012 Stepped pages, 'v' centre and a shaped base
set this book memorial apart 

16103 1,436   1,436
This book has a feature rose. The desk tablet
base provides space for additional
inscriptions 

16104 2,654   2,654
A fully carved Angel resting on a polished
heart. The desk base provides additional
space for inscription 

16105 1,194 180 1,374 An elegant double heart memorial linked by
a CNC carved and painted rose. 

16106 929 180 1,109 This double heart features a carved and
highlighted lily 
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16107 1,187 121.2 1,308 The deep carved roses can be painted or highlighted
for a monotone finish 

16108 646 201.6 848 Sandblasted and painted designs can be added to
create a personalised memorial 

16109 629 288 917 These CNC carved and painted poppies are an
outstanding design 

16110 1,088 199.2 1,287 The addition of Resin ornamentation provides
another option 

16111 2,480   2,480 In this example fully carved horses are a beautiful
example of what can be achieved 

16112 1,514 31.2 1,545 The Broken Heart memorial is a fitting alternative to
the classic heart memorial 

16113 864 216 1,080
Shaping, sandblasting and painting can be combined
by our masons and artists to create beautiful and
unique memorials. The swan design shown here is a
lovely example 

16114 2,146   2,146 This cushioned heart and pedestal make an
impressive memorial 

16115 3,022   3,022 This hand carved Angel embracing a heart shaped
pillow is an excellent example of masonry art 

16116 507   507 A trefoil shaped headstone with rounded shoulders,
rectangular base and square vase 

16117 622   622 This headstone has been inspired by Gothic
architecture  

16118 917   917 A round top headstone that has been carved to
incorporate a cross effect 
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16119 602 102 704 This Ogee shaped headstone has been enhanced
by check shoulders and a carved floral design 

16120 488 57.6 545 The splay shoulders on this headstone are
outlined by a dark pin line and central cross 

16121 723   723
A shallow Peon shaped headstone with stop
moulded edges creates a simple but effective
design 

16122 4,422 288 4,710
A Round top headstone that has been elevated by
the innovative design and inscription to
something that is unique 

16123 666   666 A pitched margin headstone is complemented by
the matching base 

16124 1,642   1,642 This beautiful headstone is carved with a cross &
rose design 

16125 1,661 660 2,321 A truly stunning headstone that is the epitome of
masonry art 

16126 5,244   5,244 A large impressive headstone with two beautifully
carved Angels 

16127 978   978
This deep Ogee headstone features a carved
dove, which is created using modern CNC
techniques 

16128 1,035 222 1,257 A carved floral spray in a recessed panel
compliments the shape of this memorial 

16129 1,221   1,221 This Gothic shape frames the carving, which is
one of many available 

16130 1,997   1,997 An intricately carved Angel resting over a Book
style memorial. 
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16131 954   954 The traditional 'Ogee' shaped headstone is enhanced
by the beautifully carved rose design 

16132 1,136   1,136 This attractively hand carved panel flows the shape of
the headstone.  

16133 1,780   1,780 This book memorial is finished with a stunning flower
carving 

16134 1,221 216 1,437
A bronze figure/couple taking the implied journey to
Heaven. A white marble moon completes this highly
symbolic memorial. 

16135 1,687 360 2,047 The 'Crossing' memorial shows a couple embracing on
a bridge between two worlds 

16136 1,159 360 1,519 A pierced Venetian archway and tapered splay base
frames the bronze bridge and figures 

16137 1,518 390 1,908 The 'Crossing' design is developed here by the addition
of a carved waterfall 

16138 2,437   2,437
An impressive memorial that uses classical design and
contrasting granite colours to great effect. Shown in
Avon Grey and Crystal White. 

16139 2,049   2,049
An impressive memorial that uses classical design and
contrasting granite colours to great effect. Shown in
Grey Bird and Black. 

16140 1,102 360 1,462
This headstone can be enhanced with an etched and
painted design to capture the iridescence of the
butterfly's wings or left as a simple silhouette. The desk
tablet base provides additional space for inscription 

16141 1,102   1,102
This headstone can be enhanced with an etched and
painted design to capture the iridescence of the
butterfly's wings or left as a simple silhouette. The desk
tablet base provides additional space for inscription 

16142 1,015   1,015 This Shamrock headstone is an example of one of the
many shapes that can be created in granite 
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16143 2,190 192 2,382
An exceptional example of how fine carving,
etching and painting can create a unique and
personal memorial 

16144 942 218.4 1,161
The 'Gates of Heaven' are becoming an increasingly
popular memorial choice. Illustrated with
sandblasted and painted designs 

16145 906 175.2 1,081
This 'Wing Set' memorial incorporates a centre
panel which provides additional space for
inscription or ornamentation 

16146 1,383   1,383 This temple style memorial features fully turned
columns and canopy top 

16147 463 288 751
This classic Ogee shaped headstone is enhanced by
the carved keyboard on the base creating an
imaginative and personalised tribute 

16148 1,953 488.4 2,441
These twin columns have an Ogee shaped recess
above which is a painted sandblast design. A
bronze ornament is optional 

16149 1,489 403.2 1,893 Illustrated here with one of many painted designs
that are available 

16150 547   547 A Middle Eastern inspired headstone 

16151 833 38.4 871 The two hearts on this headstone are typically
used for initials or small designs 

16152 2,229 122.4 2,351
Personalising memorials is becoming increasingly
popular. This fully carved football shirt design can
be altered to reflect the team of your choice 

16153 309 158.4 468
The addition of painted sandblast images to this
book and vase create an ever popular children's
memorial. A full range of images are available 

16154 1,184   1,184 A fully carved memorial with mother and child 
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16155 1,283 42 1,325 A fully carved memorial with mother and child 

16156 620 60 680 A fully carved and painted "Tigger"TM leaning
over a polished heart 

16157 324 158.4 482 Another example of how design can create a
memorial that's unique and personal 

16158 279 134.4 414 A half round top headstone with a shadow
punched Cherub design 

16159 515 268.8 783
The classic carved Angel and Heart design
memorial remains a fitting and poignant
memorial 

16160 2,012   2,012
A fully carved marble cherub sat within a granite
tear. The desk tablet provides space for
inscription 

16161 336 288 624
From beautifully simple designs to full-face
sandblast and painted scenes this organically
shaped headstone provides the perfect canvas. 

16162 336 115.2 451
From beautifully simple designs to full-face
sandblast and painted scenes this organically
shaped headstone provides the perfect canvas.
Shown in black granite. 

16163 336 360 696
From beautifully simple designs to full-face
sandblast and painted scenes this organically
shaped headstone provides the perfect canvas 

16164 1,838   1,838 A re-interpretation of the classic carved Angel and
Heart design 

16165 589 180 769
A headstone and kerb set. The double arch design
provides ample space for both inscription and
design 

16166 930   930 A Butterfly shaped tablet is an effective alternative
to the traditional Book memorial 
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16167 776 180 956
An example of masonry art which brings together
innovative design, carving and artistic excellence to
create a fitting children's memorial 

16168 516 36 552
Teddy Bears have always been a comfort for
children. This Heart and vase rest incorporates the
Teddy as it's central feature 

16169 577   577
Teddy Bears have always been a comfort for
children. This Heart and vase rest incorporates the
Teddy as it's central feature 

16170 507 36 543
Teddy Bears have always been a comfort for
children. This Heart and vase rest incorporates the
Teddy as it's central feature 

16171 551 60 611 This Teddy and Blanket can be painted in any
colour 

16172 698   698 A fully carved bear, suitable as a desk ornament 

16173 557   557 The classic "Teddy and Heart" design on an
alternative base 

16174 776 60 836 A full size headstone and "Patch" the bear who can
be painted in any colour 

16175 770 60 830 A full size headstone and "Patch" the bear who can
be painted in any colour 

16176 389 189.6 578 This circular headstone is further shaped around
the sandblasted and painted bunny 

16177 577 177.6 755 A cartoon elephant design is the focus of this
memorial headstone 

16178 642 120 762
The fully carved Teddy holding this headstone can
be replaced with other characters as shown in the
inset 
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16179 1,253   1,253 A simple but effective alternative to our
classic 'Teddy and Heart' memorial 

16180 731 60 791 A fully carved Teddy holds onto the
circular headstone 

16181 731   731 A fully carved Teddy holds onto the
circular headstone 

16182 447 86.4 534 A sandblast Teddy and Heart memorial 

16183 794 93.6 888
A fully carved 'Patch' teddy and star. The
inscription can be created from a
handwritten dedication as shown. This
technique can be used to personalise
many of the memorials in this section 

16184 287 63.6 351 Classic Tablet with gold pin line design 

16185 276 50.4 327 A sand blasted book design 

16186 268 79.2 347 Elegant painted rose with gold pin line 

16187 414 136.8 551 Deep carved and painted poppy design 

16188 414 72 486 Monotone etched rose design. 

16189 523 38.4 562 A blasted & highlighted book design 

16190 574   574 A hand shaped and polished book design 
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16191 604   604
This cremation memorial has a carved cord and
tassel, the top flat band is bored for a flower
container. 

16192 514   514 A classic Desk Tablet with moulded edges 

16193 588 86.4 675 A scroll shaped tablet with gold pin lines 

16194 507   507
Dense Black Granite Desk 18" x 15" x 4/2" Vase
8" x 14" x 6" A Vase sitting on the flat of the desk
gives two inscription areas. 

16195 425   425 A desk tablet and vase with an oval headstone 

16196 469   469 A small Ogee shaped headstone and rectangular
base 

16197 454   454 Rectangular Tablet with Vase rest and base 

16198 399 57.6 456
Dense Black Granite HS 12" x 16" x 2" Base 2" x
23" x 9" Vase 4" x 6" x 6" This simple and
effective cremation memorial features one of a
range of ornaments that can be added. 

16199 609   609 A sloping book with cord and tassel together with
a vase and base 

16200 552 38.4 591
Dense Black Granite Tablet 18" x 12" x 2" Rest
12" x 12" x 5" Base 2" x 18" x 15" A simple
elegant and economic mock bookset with wide
rest for extra safety 

16201 529   529 Heart Tablet and vase 

16202 183   183 Square vase with moulded corners 
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16203 156   156 Square vase with check top and base 

16204 232   232 Square vase with tapered chamfered edges 

16205 106 288 394
Dense Black Granite 12" x 6" x 6" A double vase
with a photographic etched portrait, your own
photo can be accurately reproduced. 

16206 106   106 Square vase 

16207 256   256 A popular heart shaped vase 

16208 408   408 A carved marble vase 

16209 302   302 A turned vase 

16210 197   197 Classic turned globe vase 

16211 436 734.4 1,170 A traditional Square top shaped headstone with
rural scene, in three bone china plaques 

16212 429 285.6 714
Steve is a ceramics artist with an international
reputation and more than 40 years experience
working at such prestigious factories as Royal
Worcester and William Moorcroft before
establishing his own buisiness in 2006  

16213 713 280.8 994
Steve is a ceramics artist with an international
reputation and more than 40 years experience
working at such prestigious factories as Royal
Worcester and William Moorcroft before
establishing his own buisiness in 2006 

16214 436 237.6 673
Steve is a ceramics artist with an international
reputation and more than 40 years experience
working at such prestigious factories as Royal
Worcester and William Moorcroft before
establishing his own buisiness in 2006 
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16300 989   989
Black Granite 78" x 30" overall kerbs and
attractive peon top posts, there is room
on the chamfer of the kerb for an
inscription. 

Sizes are as shown as in the brochure.

Prices shown are subject to VAT [20%]


